2-Step IMAT and 2-Step IMRT: a geometrical approach.
The purpose of this paper is to develop a method that reduces the number of segments for intensity modulated arc therapy (IMAT) and intensity modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) for concave target volumes (TV). The aim was to utilize no more than two intensity levels per organ at risk (OAR) and to derive both optimal segment widths and weights from geometric considerations. Brahme's model of an annular target surrounding a circular OAR was used as test model. Brahme's solution was substituted by a single segment added to a simple field blocking the OAR. Width and weight of the segment were the free parameters to optimize. The objective function to minimize was the root mean square (rms) error of the dose in the target volume. One boundary condition was--neglecting scatter--"zero-dose" to the OAR. The resulting rules for width and weight of the additive segment are referred to as "optimized 2-Step IMAT" and "2-Step IMRT." The recommendations were applied to some simplified plans representing clinical cases using a commercial planning system. Optimized 2-Step IMAT improved the rms by a factor of 4 with respect to techniques simply blocking the OAR. The additional segment reduced the rms below 3% for cases with gaps between OAR and TV larger than 8% of the TV diameter. The results for 2-Step IMAT are applicable to IMRT and aperture modulated arc therapy (AMAT). 2-Step IMAT can be utilized for noncylindrical cases and for more than one OAR. A geometrical and topological approach to IMAT and IMRT can be useful to understand fluence profiles. The results could be applied to ameliorate other topology-based procedures used in some planning systems. Basic mechanisms of 2-Step IMAT can assist with the creation of rules for adaptive IMRT to compensate for patient motion.